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Abstract 

CAPTCHA is a standard security technology. To date, the most commonly used 
are various types of visual CAPTCHAs, in which a challenge often appears as an 
image of distorted text that the user must decipher. The proposed scheme is used 
visual cryptography encryption protocol to encrypt CAPTCHA image in perfectly 
secure way, such that only the human visual system can easily decrypt the 
CAPTCHA image with animated arrangement. Numbers of blurring image process 
are implemented on the CAPTCHA images, to make this test difficult for current 
computer systems. The new animated CAPTCHA is more secure than the current 
versions and easier for humans to pass.   
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 متحركة على أساس مفھوم التشفیر المرئي  كلمة التحققتولید 

 الخالصة
ان كلم ات التحق ق البص ریھ    . ھي تكنولوجی ا األم ان القیاس یة    )     CAPTCHA(   أن كلمة التحقق 

، والتي تشكل تحدیا غالبا ما یظھ ر عل ى ش كل ص ورة مش وھة م ن ال نص        االن  حتىشیوعا األكثر ھي  
ت  م اس تخدام بروتوك  ول التش  فیر المرئ  ي    ف  ي المش روع المقت  رح . دم ف  ك ش  فرتھال ذي یج  ب عل  ى المس تخ  

 لھ القدره على  فقط النسانلفي طریقة آمنة تماما ، حیث ان النظام البصري  كلمة التحققصورة   لتشفیر
لص ور نف ذت عل ى  ملف ات     تشویش اعدد من عملیات . المتحركة الترتیب بسھولة كلمة التحقق فك تشفیر

الجدی ده  أكث ر أمان ا م ن      كلم ة التحق ق  ان   .، لجعل ھذا االختبار صعبا ألنظمة الكمبی وتر الح الي   الصور
 .اإلصدارات الحالیة وأسھل بالنسبة للبشر ان یتجازھا 

  
1. Introduction 

ith an increasing number of 
free services on the internet, 
we find a pronounced need 
to protect these services 
from abuse. Automated 

programs (often referred to as bots) 
have been designed to attack a variety 
of services. For example, attacks are 
common on free email providers to 
acquire accounts. Nefarious bots use 
these accounts to send spam emails, to 
post spam and advertisements on 
discussion boards, and to skew results  
 

of online polls. To thwart 
automated attacks, services often ask 
users to solve a puzzle before being 
given access to a service. These 
puzzles, first introduced by von Ahn et 
al. in 2003, were CAPTCHAs: 
Completely Automated Public Turing 
test to tell Computers and Humans 
Apart.  

CAPTCHAs are designed to be 
simple problems that can be quickly 
solved by humans, but are difficult for 
computers to solve. Using 
CAPTCHAs, services can distinguish 
legitimate users from computer bots 

W 
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while requiring minimal effort by the 
human user [1]. 

  This paper presents a new 
CAPTCHA scheme which based on 
visual cryptography (VC). VC can 
visually decode the superimposing 
shadow images, without computation. 
Several processes are applied to 
original CAPTCHA image to make it 
easy for most humans, but more 
difficult and time-consuming for 
current bots to complete. 
The rest of this paper is organized as 
follows: Section 2 introduces the 
concept of CAPTCHA; section 3 
presents insecure implementation of 
CAPTCHA, Visual Cryptography is 
explained in Section 4, section 5 
details our proposed schema of secure 
CAPTCHA, Section 6 and concludes 
and discusses this paper 
2. Captcha  

 A Completely Automated Public 
Turing test to tell Computer and 
Humans Apart (CAPTCHA) is a 
variation of the Turing test, in which a 
challenge is used to distinguish 
humans from computers (`bots') on the 
internet. They are commonly used to 
prevent the abuse of online services; 
for example, malicious users have 
written automated programs that 
signup for thousands of free email 
accounts and send SPAM messages. A 
number of hard artificial intelligence 
problems including natural language 
processing, speech recognition, 
character recognition, and image 
understanding have been used as the 
basis for these tests, on the expectation 
that humans will outperform bots [2]. 

Traditional CAPTCHAs require the 
user to identify a series of letters that 
may be warped or obscured by 

distracting backgrounds and other 
noise in the image. Various amounts 
of warping and distractions can be 
used; examples are shown in Figure 
(1) [1]. 

Sound-based CAPTCHAs are 
based on the auditory perception of 
human users, and can be divided into 
two categories. The first ones present 
users with a sound clip which contains 
distorted numbers and characters with 
background noise. The other kind 
offers sounds related with images. 
Current sound-based CAPTHAs have 
been broken by high-quality voice 
recognition and noise removal 
programs [3]. Audio CAPTCHA is 
highly error prone and time 
consuming. 

Asirra in [4], is an image-based 
CAPTCHA that requires the user to 
distinguish between images of cats 
and dogs. An Asirra challenge consists 
of 12 images, each showing either a 
cat or a dog. A solution is accepted as 
correct if the user successfully selects 
all the cat pictures, but none of the dog 
images. The authors argue that the 
underlying computer vision problem is 
particularly difficult to solve 
efficiently. 

Current CAPTCHA systems such 
as reCAPTCHA suggest that 
automatically breaking CAPTCHAs 
will become much more difficult in 
the near future. Nevertheless, attackers 
are constantly trying to automatically 
break CAPTCHAs using botnets, and 
have succeeded in breaking them in 
many cases. As botnets are already 
used to break CAPTCHAs, we believe 
that the next step for attackers are 
CAPTCHA smuggling attacks where 
CAPTCHAs are injected into                     
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legitimate web browsing sessions of 
victims[5] . 

In designing a new CAPTCHA, the 
basic tenets for creating a CAPTCHA 
should be kept in mind: 

1. Easy for most people to solve 
2. Difficult for automated bots to solve 
3. Easy to generate and evaluate [1]. 

3. Insecure implementation 
Like any security system, design 

flaws in a system implementation can 
prevent the theoretical security from 
being realized. Many CAPTCHA 
implementations, especially those 
which have not been designed and 
reviewed by experts in the fields of 
security, are prone to common attacks. 
Some CAPTCHA protection systems 
can be bypassed without using OCR 
simply by re-using the session ID of a 
known CAPTCHA image. A correctly 
designed CAPTCHA does not allow 
multiple solution attempts at one 
CAPTCHA. This prevents the reuse of 
a correct CAPTCHA solution or 
making a second guess after an 
incorrect OCR attempt. Other 
CAPTCHA implementations use a 
hash (such as an MD5 hash) of the 
solution as a key passed to the client to 
validate the CAPTCHA. Often the 
CAPTCHA is of small enough size 
that this hash could be cracked. 
Further, the hash could assist an OCR 
based attempt. A more secure scheme 
would use an HMAC. Finally, some 
implementations use only a small 
fixed pool of CAPTCHA images. 
Eventually, when enough CAPTCHA 
image solutions have been collected 
by an attacker over a period of time, 
the CAPTCHA can be broken by 
simply looking up solutions in a table, 

based on a hash of the challenge 
image [6]. 
4. Visual Cryptography (VC) 

Encryption and decryption are 
accomplished by using mathematical 
algorithms in such a way that no one 
but the intended recipient can decrypt 
and read the message. Naor and 
Shamir introduced the Visual 
Cryptography Scheme (VCS) as a 
simple and secure way to allow the 
secret sharing of images without any 
cryptographic computations. It is a 
cryptographic technique that allows 
the encryption of visual information 
such that decryption can be performed 
using the human visual system. We 
utilize this scheme in our approach. 
The basic scheme is referred to as the 
k-out-of-n visual cryptography scheme 
which is denoted as (k, n) VCS. Given 
an original binary image T, it is 
encrypted in n images, such that:  

  Where  is a Boolean operation, 
Shi , hi   1, 2, ...., k is an image 
which appears as white noise, k ≤ n, 
and n is the number of noisy images. It 
is difficult to decipher the secret image 
T using individual Shi’s. The 
encryption is undertaken in such a way 
that k or more out of the n generated 
images are necessary for 
reconstructing the original image T 
[7].   

 Visual cryptography (VC) can be 
illustrated in the figure (3), this figure 
explains how to encode a single pixel, 
and it would be applied for every pixel 
in the image to be shared. A pixel P is 
split into two sub pixels in each of the 

 …(1) 
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two shares. If P is white, then a coin 
toss is used to randomly choose one of 
the first two rows in the figure. If P is 
black, then a coin toss is used to 
randomly choose one of the last two 
rows in the figure. Then the pixel P is 
encrypted as two sub pixels in each of 
the two shares, as determined by the 
chosen row. Every pixel is encrypted 
using a new coin toss. So, visual 
cryptography scheme "splits" the 
original image into two "shadow 
images" called "shares”. Every pixel 
in the original image is expanded to a 
2x2 pixel matrix with a different 
version in any of the two shares. Any 
share contains uniformly distributed 
random black-and-white pixels. By 
analyzing only a single share, you 
can't obtain information about the 
original image, no matter how much 
computing power or analysis method 
is used. The whole point of visual 
cryptography is that in the decryption 
process, the original image has to be 
visually reconstructed. Each share is 
printed on a separate transparency and 
passed to a participant at the scheme. 
When the two participants come 
together, the secret can simply (and 
theoretically instantaneously) be 
reconstructed by stacking the two 
transparencies [8]. Figure (4) is an 
example of the visual cryptography 
scheme. 
5. The Proposed CAPATCH 
Schema 

  In this paper, a new schema 
is proposed which concentrates on 
design CAPATCH schemes that are 
effectively resistant to attacks of 
computer programs.   To obtain a good 
candidate images for our CAPTCHA 
system, several steps have been taken 

to provide more than one layer of 
distortion to protect from being 
accessed by computer programs 
attackers. The source image is passed 
through the following stages: 
1. Generate a source text image  

The most widely used 
CAPTCHAs rely on the 
sophisticated distortion of text 
images rendering them 
unrecognizable to the state of the 
art of pattern recognition 
techniques, and these text-based 
schemes have found widespread 
applications in commercial 
websites. In our proposed schema, 
Text-based images are formed by 
generating sequence of characters 
randomly and printing them in a 
picture box. 

2. Add geometric shapes in 
CAPTCH image  

This step implemented by 
adding different types of 
geometric shapes such as lines and 
curves, figure (5) shows CAPTCH 
images after embedding geometric 
shapes in it.  

3. Injection noise to the input 
image 

Digital images are prone to a 
variety of types of noise 
.CAPATCH image that is 
established from pervious step is 
passed through noise adder. Three 
type of noise could be used; they 
are (Gaussian blur, Motion and 
Border replication noise). 

a. Gaussian blur noise 
 A type of image filter 

commonly used to blur an object. 
It may be used to blur the entire 
image or to produce a drop 
shadow effect. Simulate a real-life 
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image that could be blurred (e.g., 
due to camera motion or lack of 
focus).  It is a type of image-
blurring filter that uses a Gaussian 
function. It is a widely used effect 
in graphics software, typically to 
reduce image noise and reduce 
detail. For calculating the 
transformation to apply to each 
pixel in the image, the equation of 
a Gaussian function is :  ,

…,…..(2) 
 

Where σ is the standard deviation 
of  the Gaussian distribution [10] 

b. Motion Blur 
Simulate a blurred image that you 

might get from camera motion. It 
gives the impression of motion in the 
image by adding directional and angle 
controls for the blurring process. The 
motion blur can be defined by the 
following model:  

 

       ,… (3) 

Where   ∆x and ∆y is the 
translation vector and θ is the rotation 
angle about the optical axis [11]. 
c. Border replication 

It is a filter used to eliminate the 
zero-padding artifacts around the edge 
of the image. In border replication, the 
value of any pixel outside the image is 
determined by replicating the value 
from the nearest border pixel [12]. 
Figure (6) shows noised text images.  

 
 
 

4. Apply Visual Cryptography 
(VC)  
The distorted image is encrypted 

by using VC algorithm. VC algorithm 
splits original image into two share 
shadow images, algorithm (1) 
illustrates implementation of VC 
algorithm on image.   
The CAPTCH image is obtained by 
stacking the two shared sh1 and sh2. 
In this research the restoring process 
of the proposed CAPATCH can be 
displayed dynamically with an 
animated movement of the obtained 
two shared images sh1 and sh2. The 
overlay animation the two layers 
sliding over each other until they are 
correctly aligned and the hidden 
CAPATCH appears  
Animation enables CAPATCH to 
increase security features, since the 
overlay animation layers are very 
difficult to be recognized by software, 
specifically Optical Character 
Recognition. In contrast, the animation 
makes the CAPTCHA far easier for 
humans to solve, because humans are 
attuned to perceiving motion. 
Figure (7) illustrates applying visual 
cryptography on noised images.  
5. Conclusions and Discussion   

CAPTCHAs are used by many 
websites to prevent abuse from "bots," 
or automated programs usually written 
to generate spam. A good CAPTCHA 
must be not only human friendly, but 
also robust enough to resist to 
computer programs that attackers 
write to automatically pass 
CAPTCHA tests.  In this paper, a 
special CAPTCHA is generated based 
on special cryptography technique 
(visual cryptography). Visual 
cryptography adds a layer of security 
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to text image since it is difficult to 
recognized animated CAPTCHA by 
machine and easier for human to 
solve. Another layer of difficulty is 
added to text image, (Gaussian blur, 
Motion and Border replication noise) 
which are imposed into text image, 
making them more difficult to be 
broken by machine techniques. In this 
paper, the following issues are 
considered: 
1- The main advantages of our 

proposed CAPTCHA schema, it 
could be stand against machine 
attacks, because it is displayed in 
animated manner, and easier for 
humans to solve, because humans 
are attuned to perceiving motion. 

2- Color and gray image are used as 
input image; output CAPATCH 
image is always gray since it's 
processed by VC algorithm. 

3- Several image processes can be 
added to made CAPATCH image 
more difficult to be recognized by 
machine.  
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Figure (1): Typical character recognition type CAPTCHAs (from Google’s 

Gmail, Yahoo Mail, xdrive.com, forexhound.com)[1]. 
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Figure (2): An Asirra challenge. The user selects each of the 12 images that 

depict cats. As the mouse is hovered over each thumbnail, a larger image and 
“Adopt me” link appear. “Adopt me” first invalidates the challenge, then takes 

the user to that animal’s page on Petfinder.com [4]. 
 

 
 

Figure (3): Illustration of a 2-out-of-2 VCS scheme with 2 sub-pixels 
construction [7]. 
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Retrieved image = (Share1 + Share2 + Share3) 
Figure (4) : Example of the visual cryptography scheme [9]. 

 
 

 

 

 
Figure (5):  Generated text image with geometric shapes 
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Text  image is noised with Gaussian 
noise 

 
Text  image is noised with Motion 
noise 

 
Text  image is noised with Border 
replication  noise 

Figure (6): Noised text image. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Algorithm (1) Generate two share random images from 
CAPATCHA image .  
Input     :  Distorted Image. 
Output  :  Two share random image (Sh1 & Sh2 ) . 
Step 1  :  Open   Distorted Image for reading .  
Step 2  :  Convert it to binary image (B_img) 
Step 3  :  Split Binary image(B_img) into two shared images (Sh1,Sh2)  
Step 4 :   Create a random binary matrix M . 
Step 5 :    Each share will be a binary image with dimensions twice 
those of(B_img)  
                  For each pixel of B_img  
                            If pixel is white, place M in both Sh1 and Sh2. 
                            If pixel is black, place M in Sh1, and its complement 1-
M in Sh2 
Step 6 :  end 
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a. Retrieved image  noised with Gaussian  noise 
 

 
Retrieved image ( Share1 + Share2) 

b. Retrieved image  noised with motion blur noise 
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   Retrieved image ( Share1 + Share2) 

c. Retrieved image  noised with Border replication noise 
 

Figure (7):  Apply visual cryptography on noised images 
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